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Title word cross-reference

\( (n, k) \) [CL13, MMCW18]. 0 [GAL96b]. 1 [APY06, GAL96b, MG09, RS98b], 2
[CFG94, DFRC01, MCDB12, MCCW15, Pan97, PND02, RS98b, ST97]. 3
[Kru98, WGM+10, YKLD14], \$5 [SCF01]. 5
[QY20]. 6 [HY18]. 1 [Sar92]. 2
[GM92, TKE+08, Ram94], \( \tilde{p}_5 \) [NP04]. \( \mathcal{P}\mathcal{L}\mathcal{S} \)
[DM12]. \( d \) [Bar93, HS96, Pel93], \( \circ P \) [KW19].
\( \diamond \mathcal{P}_{\text{mute}} \) [FMR05]. \( e \) [HK95b], \( \ell \) [Wu95a]. \( g \)
[LYW20, LZC+21], \( K \)
[Ste12, ACM19b, AS97, GGHJ04, Gal96a, KSOK07, NM96, SAN03, VP99]. \( L \) [Vid06].
\( m \) [WW19]. \( N \) [Ste12, AS97, IN99, KSOK07, NM96, Sto96, WW19, XUZ02]. \( O(m) \)
[NTHK17], \( \Omega(\log n - k \log k) \) [Gal96a]. \( p \)
[XUZ02, ZN13]. \( p_5 \) [NP04]. \( Q_{n,k,m} \)
[CS13, LZG+19]. \( t \) [IR16]. \( X + Y \) [AG98]. \( Z \)
[QRR97].

-\( \text{-Ary} \) [AS97, WW19, Bar93, NM96, Pel93, Sto96, VP99, KSOK07, Ste12]. -\( \text{based} \)
[FMR05]. -\( \text{Bijective} \) [MCCW15]. -\( \text{CMP} \)
[TKE+08]. -\( \text{Complete} \) [DM12].
-\( \text{Connected} \) [QY20]. -\( \text{cube} \)
[HK95b, KSOK07]. -\( \text{Cubes} \)
[AS97, NM96, Ste12]. -\( \text{Cycles} \) [HY18]. -\( \text{D} \)
[APY06, MCDB12, ST97]. -\( \text{Dependent} \)
[GGHJ04]. -\( \text{Diameter} \) [ACM19b].
-\( \text{Dimensional} \)
[RS98b, San03, WW19, HS96]. -\( \text{Exclusion} \)
[Vid06]. -\( \text{Extra} \) [LYW20]. -\( \text{Free} \) [NP04].
-\( \text{Good-Neighbor} \) [LZC+21]. -\( \text{Graph} \)
[LZG+19]. -\( \text{M} \) [Ram94]. -\( \text{nodes} \) [Wu95a].
CJ01, EW13, HBL03, KKKL18, MRS04, MMJ+03, NvG95, WLW11, Fea94, GAL96b.

Automaton [MG09, MS09]. Availability [Wol99]. Average [CQS11, LP98, BHPS95, Kop96]. Averaging [RJ21]. avoidance [Dor92, Dua92]. AXV [Nov20]. AXV-512 [Nov20]. Aware [ACLS14, BMGR13, BK08, DDT17, FOCK15, LO09, LN05, SYR13a, ZS08]. Axiom [CBC03].


Better [Wan96]. Between [BFG+08, DLP03, GM03, GVC14, LLD+03, Trä09, Mac95]. Beyond [AB99, MST21]. BFS [SS92]. bibliography [Nak95a].


Binary [CGR16, HMA99, KR98, QM98, UX99, UXZ02, SW93, UN92]. Bioinformatics [CCCV04, CFG04]. Biological [Ada07, CC17, IKM90].


Bit-level [Gla93]. Black [MCI+01]. BLAS [MCR+17, SS05]. Block [BOV15, MCD12, OVO6, VRT97, WBUW14]. Block-Cyclic [VRT97]. Block-Jacobi [BOV15, OVO6].


Bluetooth [TB18]. Boltzmann [BFG+08].

Bounded [BEGK00, KV19, SH96, CK93]. Bounds [DR00, GR11, HT21, MV04, Pe93, SB12, CL93, MSP95, RLG91, WU95a]. Box [MCI+01]. Bracha [Ray21]. Bracket [HT99]. Braided [LG97]. Branch [CG89a, HPP99, CT94, CF95].

Branch-And-Bound [HPP99, CG98a, CT94, CF95]. Breadth [Gre93]. Breathed-depth [Gre93]. Bridges [Dev05]. Brief [CQSY20a]. Broadcast [Ahn19a, BM97, DVZ99, IR16, LP98, LM00, Me98, Ray21, RV09, SW08, HK95b, Mac93, SV93, WV95].

Broadcast/Reduction [SW08]. Broadcasting [AD02, CMS99, DR00,

D [Kru98, TKE+08, APY06, DFRC01,
Dashboard [RGM06]. Data [Agr99, ADKT12, Ser01, ABNP00, AVD01, BLMR03, BGL03, BGLM05, BIL92, Bra00, Cam08, CDM+03, CSFK08, DDT17, DZ13, DT13, DT15, FKB+99, Gav08, GGS+15, GB98, GKS08, Guo01, GS97, HA10, HZW08, HY19, KKKL18, KET06, LMZ99, LF97, LTB01, LZS+18, MP93, MRRV07, MDAT17, Mon94, NKCS03, PP01, RJ21, RBS15, Sah95, SBR+17, TKE+08, THAJ15, Tho03, XLPI2, XWF03, YGM97, ZSLR21, ZMZZ20, ZMZZ21, CU96, GAL96b, GDC94, GHSJ94, HT94, LV96, NvG95].

Data-Center [XLP12]. Data-Driven [NKCS03, TKE+08]. Data-Flow [Ser01]. Data-Parallel [ABNP00, BGL03, GB98, Guo01, GS97, RJ21, CU96, LV96]. Database [NKCS03]. Databases [DEKS04, FKB+99]. Dataflow [CG97, MDAT17]. Datagrid [Sch05]. Dataset [PPF12]. DatTeL [BGL03]. DCell [LZS+18]. Deadline [WSK16]. Deadlock [Di00, KSAOK05, SV00, WS03, Du92, Du93, FD92]. Deadlock-Free [SV00, WS03, Du93]. deadlocks [Dor92].

Decoherence [NA10a]. Decomposable [SS04]. Decomposition

BDP09, DHBL06, LSF14, OK20, YKLD14, DV95, IR95, NvG95, Sch93]. Decompositions [Nov20]. Decoupled [SAJ10, Tho03]. Deep [YF18]. Defeats

[NA07a]. defined [NR95]. Degree

[CK03, DLP03, Had08]. Degree-bounded [CK03]. Delaunay [LPP01]. Delay

[BNW07, GS15, MBT15, ADS91, BHPS95, NPT95]. Delayed [PK04]. Delays

[BGPT00]. Demand [CRY+03, YGM97]. Demand-Driven [YGM97]. demon [TH94]. Denotational [Guo01]. Dense

[DP03, Fuj08, IT02, WJ16, MP93]. Density

[DW07h, HTHH05, PT07]. Departmental [GL05]. Dependence [KBFB01]. dependencies [HT94]. Dependency

[KRS15, JJJ96]. Dependent [GGHJ04]. Deployment [CFG04]. depth [Gre93].

Derivation

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design

[BM97, BLY+08, CS03, GGH98, Gar14, GEL03, GM04, HMD21, MCR+17, SZH14, YKLD14, Du93, FFSY93, PRS95, SC96].

Designing [PMW+12, Tsa04, Qia95]. designs [CH94]. Desktop

[GB98, HC02, MHKT05, SMK98]. Deriving

[Nit05, RDK00, RR91]. Description

[Sch05, WLW11, ROJ94]. Design
Exponentiation [EW13].
Expression [JSZM08, Per21]. Extended [CG98a]. Extending [LCS+14, Mar03].
Extensible [Sri96]. Extended [ER13].
Extra [LYW20, ZXY21]. Extraction [CJ01]. Extrapolation [CLT13]. Extreme [CCR11, LBD+14]. Extreme-Scale [LBD+14].

FAB [YWJ03]. facility [LHCT96]. Factor [LLC11, BH96, CHQ96]. factorisation [PBKP92].
Factorization [FV16, GCP99, DDT95, KESH95, MP93].
Factorizations [ZSLC18]. Facts [Sza12].
Faculty [KMY97]. Failure [GRS07, NDFM07, VRR20, ZYPGD08].
Failure-Sensitive [GRS07]. Failures [MT16, MLY99]. Fair [CRV08]. Fairly [GGS+15]. Fairness [GS15]. False [SX02].
Family [UKY09, Fi093, HP92].
Fault [ARS93, CC11, EADN06, GKK14, GKK13, G96, HLH+17, KHAM04, LH02, LNEE00, MLY99, MV08a, NT99, Res97, RV98, RV90, SV00, SH09, V99, W09, ZYY20, BK92, CM95, CH94, DTLA93, RT92].
Fault-Hamiltonicity [HLH+17].
Fault-Tolerance [CC11, NT99].
Fault-Tolerant [LH02, MLY99, MV08a, Res97, RV98, SV00, Wu98, ZXY20, BK92, CM95, CH94].
Faults [DR00, DV02, Mal97, MCCW15, DP94, Pe95]. Faulty [AB006, DPS00, IO98, KOKM14, Ste12, Pel92, Wu95a].

Feedback [Akl03, TFTY05].
Feynman [FGK15]. FFT [APY06, EW11, GB98]. File
[DH4+06, MK13, PADBB03]. Filters [KE06]. Final [Kme14]. Finding
[BGG+98, Dev05, DW07a, DW07b, SLMW18, Wu00, CDSS93, CLM93].
Fine [CSBS95, GG96]. Fine-grained [CSBS95, GG96]. Firing [UKY09]. First
[DMVT14]. fit [KY96]. Fixed
[Kme14, LJ95]. fixed-processor [LJ95]. Flexible [GBS+07]. Flight [CF03].
Floating [MCR+17]. Flow
[ADKT12, Ser01, DDT17, FGK15, YGM97].
Flows [ZSLR21]. Fluids [LBD+14]. flush
[AR95]. Folded [Nin20, Late91]. Follow
[Ada09]. Forced [SZH14]. forest [OW92].
Foreword [GL02]. Form [Rob91, RV96]. Formal [BA01, GP03, Gav03, GB98, Sch15].
formalism [CS95]. Formalisms [HL02].
Format [HMID21]. Formed [Tsa04, VP98].
Fortran [Sch97, EB98]. Foundations
[Deb97]. Four [EM98, UKY09]. Four-State
[UKY09]. Fourier [NA10a, GHSJ94].
FPGA [ZJSY20]. FPGAs
[Dec21, TKE+08]. Fractional
[MMCW18, ZZYY21, ZMZZ20, ZMZZ21].
Fragile [MCD12]. Framework
[DDT17, FC05, GDDM17, LC14, RBS15, TH13, Tor09, VDO3]. Frameworks
[KWDS03, MDAT17, Qui00, THAJ15]. Free
[BW16, FNP17, KY96, Kme14, MMRT06, NP04, PT97, SV00, ST14, WS03, Dua93].
VLL+91]. Friendly [GCR16]. FT [LNLE00].
Fully [AKPSR16, TH94]. Fully-Connected
[AKPSR16]. Function
[KW06, GI94, JR96]. Functional
[BL08, DRS96, Gav03, GL05, HL02, LCK02, Lou01].

Functions
[AH00a, AH00b, Akl03, Niu02, BNK93, Gal96a, NR95]. Further [HUZ06]. Fusing
[ATM01]. Fusion [PMW+12, WBUW14].
Fusion-Driven [PMW+12]. Future
[CQSY20a, KB19]. Fuzzy [AsS19].

G [LTB01]. Game [AS19, BCBB09, YF18].
Games [DM12]. Garbage [AKP99, PK04]. Gate [FGK15]. Gates [S02]. Gathering
[BGK+06, MST21, CF93]. Gene
General
General-Purpose
Generalizing
Generalization
Generalized
generate
Generating
Generation
Generations
Generative
Generator
Generic
Genes
Genetic
genome
genome-wide
Genomic
Gentle
Geometric
GFFS
Given
Global
Godel
Gomoku
Good
Gossiping
Gottfert
GPGPU
GPU
graded
Gradual
Grained
Grammar
Graph
Graph-Optimization
Graphics

H
HAL [LTB01].  H2O [KWDS03].  Hadoop [GS15].  Half [JS18, KRS93].  half-duplex [KRS93].  Halos [Bra00].  Hamilton [BDDP98, SSS04].  Hamiltonian [LL21, PND02, RDR93, Wu00].  Hamiltonicity [HLH+17].  Hand [Sun03].  Handling [Cam08].  Hard
Hardness
[KG+06, FL07].  Hardware [DTST15, Mar98, MAP+19, SW08, SSK+18, ROJ94].  Harness [MS01a, GKSP99].  Harnessing [IKM09].  Hash [PFM+09].  Hash-Based [PFM+09].  Haskell [HBL03].  Heap [Wu00].  heaps [CC92, SSS04].  Helmholtz [Sta95].  Help [Pan03].  Here [AKPSR16].  Hereditary [HHH+99].  Heterogeneous [ADKT12, BLM03, BRT93, DFR93].
CLR11, FZL+16, GGV12, GKSP99, GDDM17, HGH12, IDS+05, LMZ99, LN05, RBS15, VDL+15, DAB+11. Heuristic [GS15, AS94]. Heuristics [FV99, SYL95]. Hexagonal [GVCs14], Hiding [AD02]. Hierarchy [BGK00, CLZC11, GEBR+03, HA10, HGH12, Mic98, Wol95]. Hierarchy [Ada09, FDZ99, MPR18, NA10d, RRS12]. High [AFN11, EW10, EW11, GEL03, GBS+07, GS03, GTDF17, GK14, HM01, HL03, HGH12, Hin03, KB19, LCS+14, LY07, MG11, PAG08, PA99, PADB03, SHBG14, TSS+06, UJJ11, GC95, GV96, Sch97]. High-Level [GS03, GTDF17, HM01, HL03, HGH12, Hin03, SHBG14]. High-Performance [GK14, LCS+14]. High-Productivity [LY07]. Higher [HL00]. Higher-Order [HL00]. Highly [CLR11, RV98, Vid06]. HirondML [CRV08]. HMC [LC14]. HMC-SIM [LC14]. Holes [MCT+01]. Homomorphic [HT99]. homomorphisms [Col95, GDH96]. Honeycomb [BBBL04, CMS99, MLY99, YMZL04a, YMZL04b]. Hop [EFZ98]. Hosted [DJMN13]. Hot [ST97]. Hot-Potato [ST97]. Hough [Pan94]. HPC [CLT13, CLZC11, CLR11, FOCK15]. HPCS [LY07]. HPF [Bra00, Guo01]. HPF-Like [Gu01], Huffman [KLN04, LP94]. Hut [BGLM05]. Hybrid [GKS08, KHAM04, LC14, SHFW11]. Hybrid-Parallel [SHFW11]. Hyper [CQS16]. Hyper-Buttery [CQS16]. Hypercomputation [GB12, Sta12, Syl13]. Hypercube [IO98, KSS00, kLCCL20, Nin20, RV98, WD03, ZXYY20, Ber92, RT92, RSS95, Wu95a, Man91]. Hypercube-Like [kLCCL20]. Hypercubes [AH98, BBBL04, FPP98, HY18, KSAOK05, KMY97, RS98b, SV00, Ste12, WW19, YL10, ZXY21, ZZL+21, CF93, DGVG96, GP96, HK95b, KN92, Lat91, LS91, PPRZ93, Tel95, Un92, Zia95]. hypercubic [KP96]. Hypergraphs [BEGK00, KBGE07, LPL20]. Hypermedia [MRS04]. Hypermeshes [KKC98]. I-P [XU99]. I/O [Agn02, BKT95, Geo01, GKS08, LFC+10]. ICGS [Yan05]. Identification [NTV12]. Idle [IKMH09]. II [Ano04d, Cos03, Cos04]. ILP [Sol09a, TE04]. Image [Chu96, DEKS04, MTD98, VLR+03]. Images [MTD98, SPA04]. Impact [AP05, BL08, DPM+10, SKL10]. imperfectly [Xue96]. Implement [MMRT06]. Implementation [Ada07, AKP99, CF03, Dec21, Gav08, GB98, GBS+07, HKS01, KH02, LSF14, MMAL06, OTK15, Per21, SAJ10, YKLD14, AR95, GV96]. Implementations [CH03, HL02, Nis05, SCJ+10]. Implementing [CG98a, GHSJ94, KW19, MG11, PK08, BA95]. implications [DRS96]. Importance [Akl10, TB18, ZS08]. Importance-Aware [ZS08]. Impossibility [RS98a]. Imprecise [ZZL+21]. Improve [BNW07, GS15, Sol09a]. Improved [Gon09, JS06, JSYD07, LP01, MV04, QM98, SCJ+10, Yan05, YDL91]. Improvement [CP98c, BK92]. Improving [CRY+03, IDS+05, MGBG07]. Incomplete [GCP99]. Incompleteness [AMN12]. Incorporating [NTG99]. increase [Dua94]. Increasing [ACK99, HW06]. Incremental [BEGK00, JJE06, Wu95b]. incrementally [Sri96]. Independent [BEGK00, CGW05, FS99, KBGE07, LF97, LZG+19]. Independent-set [CGW05]. Index [Ano98a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05a, Ano06a, Ano7a, Ano08a, Ano09a, Ano10a, Ano11a, Ano12, Ano13, Ano14, Ano15, Ano16, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19, Ano20, Ano21, GZL+20]. indexing [BFCFD94]. Induced [An019a, RB13]. Inducing [Jon15]. Inductive [CCQ13]. InfiniBand [KL10]. Influence [KKFZ14]. Information [BKK94, GGH+04, NA07a, ZS08, FDR93].
Infrastructure [BS01, LO09, NDFM07, OL11, TDS99].
Inherently [Akl06a, Akl06b, CT94].
initialization [HS93]. Input [GHF10, BF94], inputs [BM95].
Insensitive [BE03], Insertion [CmL21].
Inspired [ZMD15]. Installation [KHW05].
Instruction [Jes06]. Instruction-Level [Jes06]. Instructions [Ano98g].
Instrumentation [MCI+01]. Integer [BGPT00, CD99, EW10, EW11, Ger18, Pag13, BM95, GAL96b]. Integrated [MIJ16]. Introducing [CS13, CQSY20a, GP03, JS18, Lav02, Qui07, RvGG01, RV98, San03, AD92b, FK96, Fio93, GS94b, Wu96].
Interconnection [AD02]. Interconnection [CS13, CSQY20a, GP03, JS18, Lav02, Qui07, RvGG01, RV98, San03, AD92b, FK96, Fio93, GS94b, Wu96].
Interconnects [BK08]. Interface [DBK+09b]. Intermediate [BF02, GGL12].
International [DMVT14]. Internet [AGLS12, CSK00]. Internet-Based [AGLS12]. Interpolants [KW06]. Interval [AS19, MST21, AER93, Fla97, PB96]. intractability [AER94]. Introduction [Ano08b]. Intuitive [Tor09].
Inversion [Rag98, DT96]. Invocation [TT05]. Invocations [RR08]. Irregular [Agr99, Bra00, CA99, RBS15, Trä09, WS03, CSBS95]. Island [MGGB07]. Iso [GGS+15]. Iso-Quality [GGS+15]. Isolating [BCT05].
Isomigration [ABN00]. Issue [Akl11b, Akl14a, Ano06e, DMVT14, DT13, DT15, FAMP12, GK14, HL03, Sta12, WK14]. Issues [BDR+99, CDP+07, KHAM04, Pan03, item [SV93]. Iteration [FNP17, FV16]. Iterations [YS05a]. Iterative [CA99, CLR11, KM09].

Jacobi [BOV15, KSHL14, OV06, Sol09a].


Kronecker [MWZ19]. Krylov [GC99].

L [ABB+03]. L2 [AFN11]. L2-Cache [AFN11]. Label [AAH14, Bur21]. LAM [RsT06]. LAM/MPI [RsT06]. Language [BGJ10, Deb97, DGRD03, GL05, GKS08, Guo01, HL00, HOM02, LY07, Sch05].
Languages [LY07, RO94]. LAFPACK [MC+17]. Large [BCQ099, BK09, CLT13, CC17, EADN06, GJ09, HSL09, JKRW08, JKRW09, KHM05, LF14, LO09, Man91, NA05, OL11, WKRI0, WKRI1, WKRI3, WKRI4, WJ16, WGM+10, YKLD14, Yan05, ZS08, BHQ92, CFG94, HP92]. Large-Scale [CLT13, GJQ09, HSL09, JKRW08, KHM05, LO09, OL11, WKRI0, WKRI1, WKRI3, WKRI4, WGM+10, ZS08]. largest [OSW93]. last [Tro93]. Latency [AD02, AFN11, Jes93, SW08]. Latent [KY06]. Lattice [PKW+03, ZWH09, DM96, OTK15]. lattice-based [DM96]. Lattices [KLW10]. Laws [CWR21]. Layer [GHS07]. Layered [MDAT17]. Layout [EFZ98, KKL18]. Layouts [DLP03, BKT95]. Lazy [HHL+07].
Legality [BF05]. Lemma [JS18]. Length
Network-On-Chip [BLY+08]. Networks
[AS19, AKPSR16, ACM19b, BD02, BBBL04, BPK06, CKP99, CMS99, CC11, CM97, CDM+03, CS13, CQS16, CQSY20a, CC17, CLM+16, DDT99, DGB10, DR00, DPS00, DVWZ99, EFZ98, Far98, FVR20, FAMP12, GKM05, GP03, HL99, HY19, HLJ97, JS18, JADT02, Jon15, KSOK07, Kme14, LG97, LLC11, kLCL20, LL21, LZY18, Ma97, MTD98, MCCW15, MV08a, NT12, PV99, PV00, Qiu07, RvGG01, RV98, RV09, RDK00, Rob11, San03, SB15, SZH14, SSS04, Tur10, VRR20, WS03, ZKmST18, ZSLR21, ZMZZ20, ZTP+08, ABIM93, BAI91, BHQ92, CC93, DA93, Dua92, Dua94, FP93, FK96, FFSY93, Fio93, HS96, KP96, Man91, Pel92, Pel95, Sie96, Sin96, SF91, Wu96, XL94]. Neural
[Kme14, MTD98, RJ21, Sie96]. Newton
[FV16]. Next
[Sch09]. NIL
[Sie96]. NOC
[BLY+08]. Node
[GEL03, MLY99]. Nodes
[Dev05, DBK+09b, KMY97, Wu95a]. Noise
[HSF09, MAP+19]. Non
[Fox13, PT07, SPA04, ZJ09]. Non-Asymptotic
[PT07]. Non-Rigid
[SPA04]. Nondeterminism
[Kra01]. nondeterministic
[Vir93]. Nonlinear
[Akl03]. Nonnegative
[FKF+16]. NOR
[SF02]. NOR-Circuits
[SF02]. normal
[RV06]. Normality
[GR99]. Note
[Akl03, Akl11a, Akl11b, Akl12d, Akl12a, Akl12b, Akl12c, Akl13a, Akl13b, Akl13c, Akl13d, Akl14a, Akl14b, Akl14c, Akl15a, Akl15b, Akl15c, Akl15d, Akl16a, Akl16b, Akl16c, Akl16d, Akl17a, Akl17b, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano11b, Ano11c, ACM19b, AKP99, BBL04, BET04, CD99, CBC03, CE98, Cos93, Cos95, Cos96a, Cos96b, Cos97, Cos99, Cos00, Cos01, Cos03, Cos04, DMVT14, DFR01]. Note
[DT11, DT13, DT15, FAMP12, GK17, GK14, HGH12, JKRW08, JKRW09, KBH03, LZG+19, Qu010, Sta09a, WW19, WKRJ10, WKR11, WKR13, WKR14, YS05b, ZLZL20, CQSY09, KR91]. Notifications
[LLD+03]. Novel
[CC93, GZW16, Mar98]. NP
[CCQ13, Sch09]. NP-Complete
[Sch09]. NTT
[MCDB12]. NTT-Based
[MCDB12]. NUMA
[ACCLS14]. NUMA-Aware
[ACCLS14]. Number
[KOKM14, LZG+19, DS97, RB93, Wu95a]. numbers
[Fra93b]. Numerical
[KB11, MV08b]. O
[Agu02, BKT95, Geo01, GKS08, LFC+10, SF91]. Object
[BCL97, FKB+99, MPR18, Qui00, Wan93]. Object-Oriented
[BCL97, Qui00]. Object-Relational
[FKF+99]. Objective
[MGBG07, CF03, CRV08]. Objects
[GR99]. Observation
[CFM+99]. Observing
[DPF+10]. OCaml
[BCL12]. OcamP3L
[DLW08]. October
[BET04]. octrees
[SL94]. Off
[CGS15, Geo01, IR16, Kri91, LP94]. Off-Line
[CGS15, Kri91]. Off-Processor
[Geo01]. Offering
[XLP12]. Offs
[DLW03]. old
[RR91]. Omega
[Fl93]. OmpSs
[DAB+11]. On-Chip
[CML19a]. One
[BIW11, BOV15, FV99, LMS98, NA10c, Pan97, Sib02, Sol09a, DDR96, KN95]. One-Dimensional
[Sib02]. One-Phase
[LMS98]. One-Sided
[Sol09a]. One-Step
[BIW11]. One-Time
[NA10c]. One-To-All
[FV99]. one-to-one
[DDR96]. One-Way
[Pan97]. Online
[BMFU18, GKK14, PLR+95, dSJR+15]. Onto
[BRT09, LH95, van94]. Ontology
[Sza12]. Opacity [Hea07]. open [IR95, GBS’07]. OpenCL [GDDM17, OTK15]. OpenMP [Car07, HA10, Mar03, Per21, Ran05, RBA05]. Operating [Jes08, MJGR09, OKH’02, VLR’03]. Operational [HHOM02, RGM06]. Operations [Agu02, BIC05, Cho98, FNP17, Nit05, Trä09, BH93, CH96, SW93, TB94, RGM06].

OpenCL [GDDM17, OTK15]. OpenMP [Car07, HA10, Mar03, Per21, Ran05, RBA05]. Operating [Jes08, MJGR09, OKH’02, VLR’03]. Operational [HHOM02, RGM06]. Operations [Agu02, BIC05, Cho98, FNP17, Nit05, Trä09, BH93, CH96, SW93, TB94, RGM06].

Optical [AD02, CKP00, CC11, ER99, HQP98, KM02, LTZ98, PSSV02, QM98, RS97, AD92b, BAS96b, Qia95]. Optical [AD02, CKP00, CC11, ER99, HQP98, KM02, LTZ98, PSSV02, QM98, RS97, AD92b, BAS96b, Qia95].

Optimal [AA21, BBL04, BBBL04, BH96, De04, DWH’06, DV02, Do98, EMF04, FY93, GW94, HL98b, HT99, IK96, IÖ98, JADT02, KR98, KN06, Kne14, Kre97, KN92, Kru98, MS99, Mic98, NF06, RS98b, Si02, SS03, Tur10, WSK16, XU02, XL94, YL10, dGP92, AS92, BK09, BB09, BOV15, BKL96, BS01, BE03, BK09, BB09, BOV15, BCQ99, BK09, BK09, BGL03, BMSW04, BCL97, Box21, Bra00, BDG97, BNW07, BA01, BW16, BK98, CBV’05, CC99, CG01, CD99, CG9a, CJN99, CS03, CLR11, CC17, Col95, CG97, CFL12, CG98b, DDS17, DZ13, DMS99, DLPH08, DRFC01, DHBL06, DGRD03, EADN06, ESSP01, FUV99, FG02, FV16, FGK15, FR96, FAH03, GLMM06, GR11, Gam03, GZW16, GGV12, GV03, Gay08, GR07, Ger02, GCP99, GB98, GHS97, GS03, GKS01, GS97, GK03, GMCC05, HPP06, HM01, HL03, HGH12, HIMD21, HC02, HPP99, HHH12, Hin03, HR18, HHH’99, Hua06, IT02, IDS’05, JW07, Jai99, JS05, JS13, JD92, JKRW08, JKRW09, Jon15, KR98, KB19, KBF01, KB11].

Paradigm [SS13, LOSZ94]. Parallel [Agu02, AL05, AB99, AKl03, AKl06a, AKl06b, APY06, ARA06, ABNP00, ACH99, BS01, BE03, BGK’98, BVHR13, BOV15, BCQ99, BK09, BK09, BGL03, BMSW04, BCL97, Box21, Bra00, BDG97, BNW07, BA01, BW16, BK98, CBV’05, CC99, CG01, CD99, CG9a, CJN99, CS03, CLR11, CC17, Col95, CG97, CFL12, CG98b, DDS17, DZ13, DMS99, DLPH08, DRFC01, DHBL06, DGRD03, EADN06, ESSP01, FUV99, FG02, FV16, FGK15, FR96, FAH03, GLMM06, GR11, Gam03, GZW16, GGV12, GV03, Gay08, GR07, Ger02, GCP99, GB98, GHS97, GS03, GKS01, GS97, GK03, GMCC05, HPP06, HM01, HL03, HGH12, HIMD21, HC02, HPP99, HHH12, Hin03, HR18, HHH’99, Hua06, IT02, IDS’05, JW07, Jai99, JS05, JS13, JD92, JKRW08, JKRW09, Jon15, KR98, KB19, KBF01, KB11].

Parallel [KBGE07, KW06, LSW97, LM99, LCK02, LMS98, LLP01, LFC’10, LTB01, LSF14, LGB07, MCDB12, MBGB07, MA98, MTD98, MAP’19, MS01a, MS01b, NF06, NA05, NP04, Nt02, OK20, OV06, OI12, OKH’02, Pag13, PND02, PAG08, Per21, PD95, Pett03, PK04, PA99, PKW’03, PPV12, PRH’03, PT98, Rag98, Raj02, RJ21.
Platforms [BRT09, BDR+99, CLR11, CSFK08, DZ13, FZL+16, MRRV07, SB12].

Player [DM12]. Playground [MJGR09].

Playing [MCI01]. Point [DFRC01, GBS+07, MCR+17].

Point-to-Point [GBS+07]. Pointer [CP98c]. Poisson [Gla93]. Polaris [PP97].


Polygon [MS99, BOSZ92]. Polyhedra [QRR97]. Polyhedral [GGL12, WR97].


Port [LF14, BH93]. Portability [Zav01]. Portable [CF03, LNLE00]. Portal [MJGR09].


Power-Pack [LCS+14]. powers [Fra93a]. Practical [DMNP11, LO93]. Practice [DMVT14].

Practices [TB18]. PRAM [AJ96, DH94, Fra93a, GS94b, Hsu93, HS97, Lin92, NR95].

PRAMs [BKK94]. PRAS [KDK+93]. precedence [UN92].

Precision [EW10, EW11]. Preclusion [AMC18, CP12, CL13, MCMW18, ZXY20, ZZZ21].

Preconditioned [V06]. Preconditioner [GCF99]. Preconditioners [HCD+19].

Predicated [SMH03]. Predictability [BGK03]. Predicting [Wol99]. Prediction [ABG02, DBK99a, Di 00, FDZ99, JSYD07, KS97, MV08b, dSR+15, KS96].

Predictions [BNW07]. Predictive [KHW05]. Preemption [CE98, RS98a].

Preemptive [Aba04]. Preface [Ano05d, CQSY20b, DT01, DT03, HM01, HL03].

Prefix [CDPT10, DDS17, JS06, Nak95b, WJ12, WS03, SBP94]. Prefix-sums [Nak95b]. PRES [BSM+16]. Presence [AGLS12, DR00, GPP09, RS98a].

Preserving [VH00, Mac93]. Preventive [CCR11]. Price [GLMM06, OII12].

primitives [AR95]. Prior [NA10c]. Prioritization [CuL21]. priority [CH96].

Probabilistic [EADN06]. Problem [BGK00, BBF05, CCQ13, CCCV04, CLL16, CGW05, EFZ98, FS99, HKS01, KU09, LMS98, NA10d, Pet03, SSSM93, Sch09, TFTY05, VSS00, YML04a, YMML04b, AQRW95, BA95, DR94, GI94, Gal96a, JR96, LP94, OSW93, Per94, RP93, RR91, SF91, TH94, Wan96, Zar97].

Problems [ACK99, AB16, CA99, Kne14, Kre97, MS99, MKA98, PP01, SX02, ZMD15, BM95, BOSZ92, Man91, Myo92].

Process [AB08, DPM+10, IN99, RDK00, Sin96].

Processes [GM03, KKFZ14, Vir93].

Processing [AIL16, ATM01, BCL12, BKW98, EW10, GSS08, JKR08, JKR09, LGHB07, Mak09, MKA98, MTD98, NA07a, WKJ10, WKJ11, WKJ13, WKJ14, AD92a, TL91].

Processor [BDH+08, Geo01, GT00b, HW06, LTZ98, SW08, SS05, SAJ10, CC93, Fra93b, GW94, Kri91, LJ95, OSZ91, PPRZ93, PS93, RR91, SC96, YDL94].

processor-time-minimal [SC96].

Processors [BGP00, CnL19a, CnL19b, HQP98, SKL10, Sol99b, TE04, WHTW10, DTLA93, GS94a, GMR92, Sto96, RSS95].

Product [AA21, ACM19b, EMPF04, MWZ19, Rob11, BA95, Wan96]. production [BA95].

Productive [GDTF17].

Productivity [LY07]. Products [ACM19a].

Profiling [LCS+14, MS05, PKW+03].

Program [ABG02, BF05, HC02, KS96, Mas99, LH95, Wo95].

Programming [BGK03, BCL12, CG98b, DLPW08, DT00, FG02, Ger02, GS03, HM01, HL03, HGH12, KH02, KB05, Kru08, KC02, LCK02, MS01a, PAG08, SHBG14, Tor09, TX98, ZTS+16, Col95, DAB+11, GAL96b, Myo92, RB95, Vio94].

Programs [ABNP00, BGLM05,
Related
[ACK99, CQS16, PL11, BM95, Man91].
Relation [GVCS14], Relational
[BKW98, FKB+99], relations [BF94].
Relationships [Trá09]. Relativistic
[ANS12]. Relativity [AMN12]. Relaxed
[DVZ99, MV08a, RV09]. Relaxed-Ring
[MV08a]. Reliability
[AB16, LG97, LZA+21, LZS+18, XLP12,
ZXY+20, ZZL+21]. Reliable
[AGLS12, BS01, MDP94, IR16, Ray21].
Remark [HY18]. Remote
[GS97, RR08]. repairing [FP93]. Reparametrisation
[RJ21]. Repetitions [DSM99]. Replication
[AKP99, IT02, MP93]. Replication-Based
[AKP99]. reporting [LM97]. Repository
[FKB+99]. Representation
[GGL12, QRR97, Wan93]. Representations
[Pan03]. Reprogrammability [KZMST18].
request [VP96]. Requests [BBF05].
Requires [SM20]. Rescheduling
[DSM99]. Rescheduling
[DPM+10]. Research [CQSY20a].
Reservation [LO09, OL11]. Resilience
[IR16]. Resolution [HKS01, ZJSY20].
Resource
[CFR09, CmL19a, CDP+07, DSJR+15].
Resources [CFR09, Jos08, Vas03]. Respect
[VSS00]. Response [GS15]. Restart
[SWK+13]. Restricted [DM12, GLMM06,
KN06, KM09, MWZ19, PAG13]. Restriction
[LZC+21]. Restructure [Xue96]. Results
[BIJC05, HT21, TBV98, ZHW09, RR91].
Retiming [DSV97]. Retrieval [Per21].
Reuse [WR97]. reverse [Wue09].
Reversible [TA09b]. Revisiting
[DV95]. rewrite [Ram94]. RDFID [TB18].
Right [San03]. Rigid [SPA04].
Ring [KMY97, MLY99, MV08a, Mic98, RSS95,
UKY09, DTLA93, KP96, RS96]. Rings
[MST21, PSSV02]. Ripple [TA09b].
Ripple-Carry [TA09b]. Risk [CDP+07].
road [AD92a]. Robin [CmL19b]. Robots
[DP09, HT21]. Robust
[DW07a, DW07b, Fox13]. Rooted
[PV99, PV00]. ROSE [Qui00]. rotator
[Sri96]. Round [CmL19b]. Routable
[Far98]. Router [KCPP00]. routers [Jes93].
routes [GS94b]. Routines [CLR11].
Routing [BCBB09, BCL97, GPP09, GHS97,
GK03, HLJ97, KSS95, KLJ08, KSAOK05,
KSOK07, LJP10, P209, RSN97, RV98, SV00,
ST97, SZZ04, Ste12, WS03, AD13, ABM93,
ARS93, CL93, Du93, Fa97, GP96, Kri91,
Man91, Man91, Yue95, YTL92]. routings
[HK95b]. row [Sue95]. Rule [TH13]. Rules
[AAH14, Wue09]. Run [Mar98]. Run-Time
[Mar98]. Running [SB12]. Runtime
[ABNP00, CH03, DPM+10, JSYD07,
PAK08, YKL14, ZSLC18, CSBS95].
s [KCH92, GSS08, ZTS+16]. S-NET
[ZTS+16, GSS08]. SAC [GS15]. Safe
[DWS15, KY06, Pe95]. Sample [DZ12].
Sandpile [Sch09]. SAT [BCH95].
Satisfaction [BBF05, HKS01].
satisfiability [Hag92]. Savings [DHL06].
Scalability [SB12, XLP12]. Scalable
[Ahn19b, APSF01, CGS15, Fox13, MG11,
PP97, VH01, Zia95]. Scalasca
[WGM+10]. Scale [CCR11, CLT13, GJQ09, HSL09,
JKR08, JKR09, KHW05, LO09,
LBD+14, OL11, WKR10, WKR11, WKR13,
WKR14, WGM+10, YKL14, ZSO8].
Scaling [MH01b, ZSLC18]. Scan
[Mer15, O’D94]. Scatter [DP09].
Scattering [MKA98, CF93].
scattering-gathering [CF93]. schedule
[BKT92]. Scheduler [CFR09, DVL+15].
Schedules [BBL04, Gou09, SY13a, GS94a].
Scheduling
[Ab04, Aku02, AL05, BGK00, BLM03,
BGPT00, CFR09, CFS13, CJ01, DSV97,
DMNP11, DT96, Don07, FOCK15, GDDM17,
GS15, IDS+05, KRS15, KLW10, KHAM04,
LN05, Mak99, MRV07, MRS04, MM12,
MM16, NIT05, OIH12, OKL11, SLG04,
TFTY05, VSK99, WSK16, YW03, ZSLC18,
AER93, DKK91, GG96, LH95, LHCT96,
MSP95, NPT95, PLR+95, ROJ94, RB95, SYL95, WLR95, Wol95, Wu95b, Wu96.

Scheme
[CLL16, CLH13, LNLE00, Qin07, Sch93].

Schemes
[CP98c, DW07a, EMPF04, LDC08, Fla97, Tro03].

Science
[DJMN13, LF14].

Scientific
[BDH+08, DT01, DT13, DT15, KLJ08, LF14, LFJ99, NKCS03, dSJR+15].

Search
[BMSW04, CC17, CGR16, DHLB06, EW13, Ja99, KR98, LMT10, MM16, SZJK11, Gre93].

Search-Based
[EW13].

Second
[LBD+14, Pag13].

Second-Generation
[LBD+14].

Second-Order
[Pag13].

Security
[MCI+01, TB18].

Segment
[CP98c, HC02].

Selecting
[KP94].

Selection
[AG98, Box21, CmL19b, CH03, ER99, JL05, Ber92, Chi92, KCH92].

Selective
[Rag98].

Selection
[AG98, Box21, CmL19b, CH03, ER99, JL05, Ber92, Chi92, KCH92].

Self
[CLL16, Chi03, CML+16, DDT17, DDT99, DGT98, DDLV17, Dev05, DWS15, Dol98, FP93, GHJ+04, GHJ04, GHJ+08, HHKM13, KY06, KWD03, NTHK17, PT97, PV99, PV00, SDLM18, Tur10, ZTP+08, SS92, TH94].

Self-Certified
[CLL16].

Self-Composition
[ZTP+08].

Self-Organizing
[KWD03].

Self-repairing
[FP93].

Self-Stabilizing
[Chi03, CML+16, DDT99, DGT98, DDLV17, Dev05, DWS15, GHJ+04, GHJ04, GHJ+08, HHKM13, KY06, NTHK17, PT97, Tur10, SDLM18, SS92, TH94].

Selfish
[GPP09].

Semantic
[ARA20, Deb97].

Semantics
[EB98, Guo01, HHOM02].

Semi
[ABO06, Fox13, Wu00].

Semi-Byzantine
[ABO06].

Semi-Heap
[Wu00].

Semi-Metric
[Fox13].

semitrivial group
[BOSW94].

Sender
[Ahn19b].

Sender-Based
[Ahn19b].

Sensitive
[GRS07].

Sensor
[DGB10, LLC11, PMW+12].

Sensors
[HT21, KLW10].

Separation
[MS99, Mac95].

Separator
[PND02].

September
[Ano06c].

Sequence
[IKMH09, LMS98, XU99, CF93].

sequences
[KDK+93].

Sequencing
[Pet03].

Sequential
[Gam03, JS15, LV96, Nt02, CT94, GV93].

Sequenial
[LC14].

series
[HK03, TT05, ZS08, ZTP+08].

Set
[FC05, HK03, TT05, ZS08, ZTP+08].

set
[DWS15, FS99, HHL+07, HRH18, CGW05, KCH92, BCD95].

Sets
[BECK00, GGHJ04, GLM+04, HHKM13, KBE07, FDFR93].

Shallow
[WBUW14].

Shaped
[DMNP11].

Shapley
[GZL+20].

Share
[Mak09].

Shared
[AL05, AL05, AFN11, BCS05, CA99, CDP+07, FNP17, GPS03, GKS08, HKS01, KE00, Pag13, VHO00, VH01, WHTW10, CHQ96, DJM91, DGJS95, MNR96, VP96].

Shared-Memory
[KE00, VH00, VH01, VP96].

Sharing
[ABO06].

shift
[AQRW95].

Short
[ZXLY20, CQS09].

Shortening
[HoHqZS20].

Shortest
[DA93, FVR20, TFTY05, VSS00, TH94].

Shredders
[QY20].

Shuffle
[AMC18, MV04, NRP+94].

Shuffle-Exchange
[MV04].

Sided
[BOV15, Sol09a].

Sides
[San03].

signals
[Xue91].

Signature
[TLH11].

Silent
[Dev05].

Silicon
[JeS08].

SIM
[LC14].

SIMD
[DJM91, FUV99, KE06, SW08, SMS95].

Similarity
[CFG04].

Simple
[Cost15b, DH94, GR11, MS99, MPR18, Sax20, Tan09, Zar97, AS92, G194, LM97].

Simpler
[JS15].

Simulated
[Pet03].

Simulating
[LOS93].

Simulation
[AsS19, BKW98, DDT92, HHTH05, JW07, KB11, LC14, MMT17, NA05, PRH+03, PT98, UVJ11, DRS96, RSS95].

Simulations
[CV+05, CGS15, GMC05, LBD+14, MHC+04, PA99, VH00, ZHW09].
streamlining [PRS95]. Streams [FZL16, GM03]. strides [VLL+91]. Strings [Tsa04, VP98]. Strong [HLH17, ZXY20, ZZY21]. Structure [kLCL20, ZKmST18]. Structured [DDT99, MV08a, Ran05, WSK16, Wu96].

Structures [FAMP12, Gav08, LMT10, KP96]. Studies [ZTS16]. Study [BGLM05, CDM03, CFG04, DBK09a, Ger18, HTHH05, MG11, TW01, DDT95, ZN13]. Sub [OSW93]. Sub-logarithmic [OSW93].


Substructure [kLCL20]. Subtraction [EW10, SCJ10]. Suffices [EM98]. suffix [BH96]. Suitable [Tan09]. Sum [HC02].

Summation [Mic98, Fra93b]. sums [Nak95b]. Sun [HZW08]. Super [LPL20, Sr96, ZJSY20]. Super-Resolution [ZJSY20]. Supercomputer [CGW05].

Supercomputers [CCR11, Kra01]. Supercube [ARS93]. Supercubes [SH99]. superprimitivity [IK96]. Support [Bra00, Dan01, DGB10, Mar98, NKCS03, Qiu00, CSBS95]. Surface [CQS11, CQS09].


Symbolic [CJ01, GV03, JSZM08]. Symmetric [CKP00, GP03, LTZ98, CFG94, SS92]. Symmetrical [UKY09]. Symmetry [XLP12]. Synchronization [APSF01, Chi03, GS97, PT97, RS98a, ST14, UKY09, VAP94].

Synchronization-Free [ST14]. Synchronization-Oriented [APSF01]. Synchronizer [JADT02]. Synchronous [BVHR13, CS03, Gav08, LTZ98, Sui17, VH00, CF95]. Syntetic [FAH03].

Synthesis [RR91, GW94]. Synthesizing [Myo92]. Synthetic [PPF12]. System [ABB+03, ER99, EADN06, Gam03, HIDM21, HTHH05, KMA01, KWH05, LZC21, MS01a, MJGR09, PAKM08, RB13, VLR+03, ZJSY20, ZSLC18, DS97, MNR96, Oks95, TM93, GMK13]. System-Level [EADN06].

System-On-Chips [PAK08]. Systematic [MHKT05]. SystemC [SAJ10]. Systems [AL05, Ahn19a, Ahn19b, BW11, BW16, CDPT10, CCA01, Cho98, Do98, EADN06, FGK15, GR11, GEB+03, GKK14, GJQ09, HZW08, HGH12, Jes08, KB19, KBI1, LO09, LCS+14, LN05, LFC+10, Mak09, NA05, OL11, OKH+02, PFM+09, RBS15, RRS12, SFHW11, SWK+13, SHBG14, UV11, VDO3, VLR+03, VMA11, Wu98, Yan05, ZHW09, AER94, BNKS93, BA95, BAS96b, BH93, CRF95, FMR05, MMMS94, Mon94, OSZ91, PS93, RLG91, TL91]. Systolic [ES92, EWM04, HKP98, MCD12, Tsa04, VP99, YKLD14, AS92, AQRW95, BE96, CC95, Gla93, Myo92, Oks95, Xue91].

Systolic-Array [MCB12].

T2 [HZW08]. Table [KLJ08]. Tabu [BMSW04]. Tagged [Ser01]. Tagged-Token [Ser01]. Target [BGJ10].

Targeting [ADK12]. Targets [PMW12]. Task [BLMR03, DNP11, Don07, FOCK15, GDDM17, GK13, GS95, KRS15, KU09, LHCT96, LN05, LT01, Mar03, dJSR+15, AER94, CL95, GG96, MSP95, PS93]. Tasks [LMZ99, Mak09, OKL11, SB12]. Taxonomy [Don07]. technique [Gri92, RT92].

Techniques [ARA20, Ano94, CJ01, DSV97, NTG99, OKH+02, SWK+13, CL95, FL96, RB95].
Two-Dimensional [BMSW04, CR95, KW92, OSZ91].

Two-Factor [LLC11]. Two-Player [DM12].

Typed [GSS08]. typesetting [Ano98g].

UltraSPARC [HZW08]. Unbounded [MT16, AQRW95]. Uncertain [HT21].

Uncertainty [Cos15a, GPP09]. Uncertainty [Cos15a, GPP09].

Uncertainty [Cos15a, GPP09]. Unfriendly [HHKM13].

Unified [Qiu07, FFSY93, RP93]. Uniform [GSS08].

Uniform [Ano94, BGPT00, Dol98, BF94, Mon94, Xue91, ZJ09]. Uniformly [GSS08].

Uniformly [GSS08]. unifying [BOSW94, CU96, RR91]. unimodular [Xue96].

Unimodularity [BL92]. Unit [EW10]. Units [AIL16, GW94].

Units [AIL16, GW94]. Unity [CP98a, CP98b]. Universal [Akl06c, MS09, NA07a, ZLL04].

Universal [Akl06c, MS09, NA07a, ZLL04]. Unification [Qiu07, FFSY93, RP93].

Unification [Qiu07, FFSY93, RP93]. Unrelated [DKP98].

Unrelated [DKP98], unshuffle-exchange [CC93].

unshuffle-exchange [CC93]. Unstructured [PFM+09, WLR95].

Unsymmetric [Yan05]. Until [MG09].


Update [DBK09a]. Usability [Pan03]. Use [CCA01, KHW05]. Used [VMA11].

User [LLC11]. Using [AB08, ABG02, BGK00, BSM+16, BW90, Bur21, CP98a, CP98b, Cos15b, DDLV17, EW11, GGG07, GAL96b, GT00b, HW06, In00, KHAM04, KE06, LF14, LG97, MGBG07, MKA98, Mas99, MTD98, MCI+01, MM16, MTP99, PPF12, PK04, QRR97, Rag98, RV09, SW08, SMH03, SHB14, VRR20, WJ12, Wo99, Wu00, WS03, YKLD14, YF18, AR95, Ano98g, CS95, DS97, GHSJ94, RB95, TKE+08, VP96]. Uspenskaya [Ada07]. Utilisation [GGV12]. Utility [SS13].


Vector [Fox13, Fu08, GZW16, SFHW11, Lin92, ZHW09]. Vectorization [Nov20]. vectors [DV97, VL+91, VAP94].

Vehicle [GK03]. Verification [BF97, CP98a, CP98b, GC06, HPP06, NA10b, TLH11]. Verifying [AS19, GPS03].


Vertex [Yu10, CFG94]. Via [ADKT12, DBK09a, SS13, FV16, GDH96, MCR+17, RS05, KH02]. Video [CR+03].

Video-On-Demand [CR+03]. Virtual [CVR09, DLP03, GKSP99, KCP00, RGM06, YKLD14]. Virtualization [FC05].

Visibility [HT21]. vision [AD92a]. vision-aided [AD92a]. Visual [Pan03, XWF93]. Visualization [HK03].

Visualized [Fox13]. Vital [VSS00]. VLSI [Jes93, Sch93]. Volume [Ano98a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05a, Ano06a, An07a, Ano08a, Ano09a, Ano10a, Ano11a, Ano12, Ano13, Ano14, Ano15, Ano16, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19, Ano20, Ano21, RLG91].

Voronoi [Cos15b, DFRC01]. Voting [Pel06]. vs [CCR11]. Vulnerability [BD02].

Wait [FNP17, PT97]. Wait-Free [FNP17, PT97]. Waiting [Hua06].

Waksman [BD02]. watchman [GS94b].

Water [WBUW14]. Watermark [MCDB12]. wavelength [AD92b].

wavelength-division [AD92b]. Wavelet [FUV99, KE06]. Wavepacket [CB+05].

Waves [WBUW14]. Way [Pan97, Tis01]. WDM [CC11]. Weak [DDLV17, Pag13].

Weakest [CS01]. Weakly [NP04].

Weather [MV08b, MIJ16, Wo99]. Web [ESSP01]. Web-Based [ESSP01]. weight [LP94].


Xeon [OTK15, Sol09b]. XML [Sch05]. XOmega [Fio93]. XSEDE [GMK13]. XT4 [DBK09a]. XtreemOS [MJGR09].
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